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First, the SEC has imposed liability on administrators  
by expansively interpreting existing statutes to pick 
up their actions. In one case, the SEC supported this 
apparent expansion by citing Section 203(k) of the 
Advisers Act, which allows the SEC to impose a  
cease-and-desist order upon, among others, any  
“person that is, was, or would be a cause of [a violation  
of the Advisers Act], due to an act or omission the person 
knew or should have known would contribute to such 
violation.” In another case, the SEC cited Section 9(f ) 
of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (Investment 
Company Act), which provides the SEC with the same 
authority in the mutual fund context. It is likely that  
the SEC will increasingly use both provisions to support 
gatekeeper cases against administrators going forward. 
 
Second, gatekeeper liability is shaped by the 
administrator’s contractual obligations, which can 
be broadened, narrowed or clarified as necessary 
depending on the engagement. For example, in the 
SEC’s July 2015 order against Deloitte & Touche LLP, 
the administrator allegedly agreed by contract to 
help the funds discharge their responsibilities under 
Rule38a-1 of the Investment Company Act by providing 
an employee to serve as the chief compliance officer to 
each fund, as well as by drafting policies and procedures 
which were approved and implemented by each fund’s 
board. However, the SEC alleged that the funds’ policies 
and procedures were insufficient to prevent auditor 
independence violations and that the administrator 
inadequately trained the funds’ boards to perform their 
responsibilities as to auditor independence. Given these 
alleged obligations and deficiencies, the administrator 
was found to cause the funds’ violation of Rule 38a-1 
because it “should have known its conduct would cause 
this violation.” In this sense, the contract shaped the 
administrator’s obligations and the SEC’s expectations.
 

Fund administrators have been the target of several 
recent SEC enforcement actions and civil lawsuits by 
investors that seek to make administrators liable for the 
misconduct of fund managers and their principals. These 
aggressive enforcement actions and civil lawsuits are the 
first of their kind to argue that administrators serve in a 
gatekeeper role. The recent efforts to expand the scope 
of administrators’ liability will undoubtedly affect  
the relationships among fund administrators,  
managers and investors.
 
For more on the SEC’s focus on another category  
of gatekeepers, see “How Can Hedge Fund Managers 
Update Their Insider Trading Compliance Programs 
to Reflect the SEC’s Focus on Systemic Violators, 
Gatekeepers, Trading Patterns, Profitable Trades  
and Expert Networks?” (Aug. 19, 2011). For coverage  
of fund managers shadowing administrators, see  
“Certain Hedge Fund Managers Are Moving from  
Full to Partial Shadowing of Administrator Functions” 
(Sep. 12, 2013); and “When and How Should Hedge  
Fund Managers Shadow Functions Performed  
by Their Fund Administrators?” (Mar. 8, 2012).
 

SEC Enforcement Actions Against  
Administrators As Gatekeepers

 
Since 2013, the SEC has brought at least five  
enforcement actions against administrators for  
causing – or being a cause of – violations of securities 
laws by their respective fund managers or principals. 
These actions have been premised on an expansion 
of liability for administrators because they are not 
explicitly regulated by the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 (Advisers Act). A close review of these enforcement 
actions uncovers the following lessons.
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fund boards in approving the advisory contracts were 
preserved in accordance with Rule 31a-2(a)(6) under the 
Investment Company Act. However, the administrator, 
among other things, allegedly discarded some of  
these documents after the board meetings due  
to adviser concerns of confidentiality.
 
Fourth, the sanctions imposed by these five  
enforcement actions thus far have been modest,  
perhaps to entice the administrators to settle and 
not challenge the legal bases for the charges. All five 
enforcement actions involved publicly filed settlements. 
Four of the settlements required payment of civil 
penalties ranging from $45,000 to $105,000. Three 
required payment of disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest ranging from $50,000 to $105,000. Two required 
retaining an independent compliance consultant 
to review and recommend improvements to the 
administrator’s policies and procedures. Only one 
required admissions and a securities industry bar  
as part of the deferred prosecution agreement.
 
Finally, as evidenced by that deferred prosecution 
agreement with Scott Jonathan Herckis in November 
2013, the SEC appears willing to reward administrators 
with cooperation credit for reporting potential 
misconduct and assisting with investigations. See  
“SEC’s First Deferred Prosecution Agreement With  
an Individual Underscores Its Commitment to Eliciting 
Cooperation in Cases Against Hedge Fund Managers” 
(Dec. 5, 2013). Such credit provides significant incentives 
to administrators by giving them the opportunity to 
reduce or eliminate civil penalties or avoid  
an enforcement action altogether.
 
Although the SEC has yet to announce a  
whistleblower award to an administrator, such  
an award appears possible given the steady increase  
of awards, including to so-called gatekeepers. Having 
said that, it should be noted that, pursuant to Rule  
21F-4, administrators providing accounting services  
to funds are ineligible for whistleblower awards if  
the information they report was obtained through  
the performance of an engagement required  
of an independent public accountant.
 

Third, recent enforcement actions point to two types 
of situations where administrator conduct in deploying 
their duties can lead to gatekeeper liability.
 
The first situation is when administrators were 
confronted with red flags relating to their contractual 
administrative duties but failed to take reasonable steps 
in response. Examples are seen in the two settled orders 
issued by the SEC against Apex Fund Services (US), Inc. 
(Apex) in June 2016 for its failure to act on red flags 
during its time as administrator for EquityStar Capital 
Management, LLC and ClearPath Wealth Management, 
LLC. In each Apex order, the administrator allegedly 
continued to prepare inaccurate statements and 
reports despite being aware of facts and circumstances 
indicating that the principals of the fund managers were 
misappropriating assets. The alleged red flags included, 
among other things, (1) undisclosed withdrawals,  
margin accounts and pledged assets; (2) a warning  
from a prior administrator; and (3) a background check 
on a principal revealing a previous wire fraud conviction. 
See “Expanded ‘Gatekeeper’ Responsibilities May  
Impact Relationship Between Hedge Funds  
and Service Providers” (Jun. 30, 2016).
 
It appears that the SEC views administrators in  
the situations in Apex as being complicit in the 
misconduct because they contributed to the 
environment that supported the underlying fraud. 
Indeed, Andrew Ceresney, Director of the SEC Division 
of Enforcement, noted in the press release announcing 
these settlements that “Apex failed to live up to its 
gatekeeper responsibility and essentially enabled  
the schemes to persist at each of these advisory  
firms until the SEC stepped in.” 
 
The second situation occurs outside the context  
of fraud and involves instances where administrators 
should otherwise know that their actions could cause  
a technical securities law violation. These situations 
appear to occur more in connection with compliance 
and recordkeeping violations. For example, in the  
May 2013 settled order against Northern Lights 
Compliance Services, LLC, the administrator  
allegedly was contractually responsible for  
ensuring that all documents considered by  
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one of its responsibilities was to communicate directly 
with investors, which it did. See “Pension Committee 
Case Highlights Obligations of Hedge Fund Managers  
to Preserve Documents and Information in  
Anticipation of Litigation” (Feb. 11, 2010).
 
Second, as in SEC enforcement actions,  
administrators have been targeted in civil lawsuits  
for allegedly failing to take appropriate measures  
when confronted with red flags arising from their 
contractual administrative type duties. For example, 
in Marylebone PCC Limited – Rose 2 Fund v. Millenium 
Global Investments Ltd., No. 12-CIV-3835 (S.D.N.Y.)  
(the authors’ firm represented the defendant investment 
bank where one of the alleged co-conspirators worked), 
investors in a securities class action claimed, among 
other things, aiding and abetting, negligence, fraud 
and breach of fiduciary duty against the independent 
valuation agent with administrator duties. It was alleged 
that the agent accepted suspicious explanations by 
the fund manager about pricing for calculating the 
fund’s net asset value without seeking any adequate 
independent verification. Prior to any motion to dismiss, 
the parties entered into a settlement agreement in which 
the defendants, including the agent, agreed to pay the 
investors nearly $15 million.

 

Takeaways for Fund Administrators,  
Managers and Investors

 
These recent developments will likely increase the 
scrutiny between and among fund administrators, 
managers and investors.
 
Administrators should demand greater transparency 
from fund managers and require direct access to the 
accounts and documents necessary to carry out their 
administrative functions. They should also ensure 
they fulfill all their duties identified in their service 
agreements. When administrators come across  
any red flags, they should investigate and demand 
objective evidence to assuage any concerns. If they 
are unable to gain comfort through clarification 
or remediation, administrators should consider 

For more on whistleblowers, see “How Hedge  
Fund Managers Can Balance Protecting Confidential 
Information Against Complying With Whistleblower 
Laws” (Aug. 25, 2016); and “Current and Former SEC,  
DOJ and NY State Attorney General Practitioners Discuss 
Regulatory and Enforcement Priorities” (Jan. 14, 2016).
 

Civil Lawsuits Against Administrators  
As Gatekeepers

 
Meanwhile, investors have brought several civil  
lawsuits against administrators asserting various types of 
claims premised on the same type of gatekeeper liability. 
Similar to the SEC enforcement actions, these lawsuits 
have argued that the administrators knew or should 
have known about the underlying misconduct by the 
manager or that the administrators had some duty to  
the investors in performing their duties. Although  
some of these claims have been dismissed, others  
have resulted in multi-million dollar settlements.  
A close review of these lawsuits reveals  
the following lessons.
 
First, gatekeeper liability claims in civil lawsuits  
are also shaped by an administrator’s contractual 
obligations. However, courts appear to disfavor  
claims arising from these contractual obligations  
where there is a tenuous connection between  
the administrator and the investors. For example, in 
Jordan (Bermuda) Inc. v. Hunter Green Investments LLC, 
No. 00-CIV-921 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 3, 2007), the court dismissed 
a fiduciary duty claim against the administrator because 
there was not a sufficient relationship or privity with the 
investor to indicate that they had put trust or confidence 
in the administrator. The court found that the investor 
and administrator had not engaged in a transaction  
and had no contact, rendering the investor  
as no more than “a client of a client.”
 
Further to this point, the court in Pension Committee 
of the University of Montreal Pension Plan v. Banc of 
America Securities, LLC, 592 F. Supp. 2d 608 (S.D.N.Y. 
2009), denied the administrator’s motion for summary 
judgment because, pursuant to its service agreement, 
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Similarly, investors should scrutinize and verify the 
credentials of the administrators engaged by their  
fund managers and require that they have the requisite 
level of skill and experience to fulfill their administrative 
obligations. This would allow investors to avoid being 
involved with administrators who have no previous  
fund administration experience, which was the case  
in the Herckis deferred prosecution agreement.
 
Regardless, the onus now appears to be on 
administrators to protect the proverbial gate from  
within against fraud and compliance violations, with  
an aggressive regulator and plaintiffs’ bar waiting 
outside, eager to use new theories of liability.
 

Marc D. Powers is the national leader of BakerHostetler  
LLP’s Securities Litigation, Regulatory Enforcement and Hedge 
Fund Industry practices. He is also a former SEC Enforcement 
Division Branch Chief. Jonathan A. Forman is a senior associate 
at BakerHostetler who represents companies in connection 
with litigation, government investigations and regulatory 
examinations, and advises regulated entities  
on their compliance programs.

withdrawing from the engagement and, depending 
on the particular facts and circumstances, potentially 
reporting their concerns to the SEC.
 
To aid this process, administrators should have  
written policies and procedures in place that outline 
issues to monitor based on the nature and scope of  
their engagements, as well as steps that should be taken 
to address those issues. These policies and procedures 
should be updated periodically, as well as any time  
the administrator expands its business into a new 
segment or takes on new responsibilities.
 
Administrators should also strengthen their due 
diligence on potential managers before being engaged 
by them, including background checks on principals. 
Administration agreements should include provisions 
that give administrators appropriate access to records 
so they can fulfill their contractual obligations. These 
agreements should also include indemnification 
provisions to protect against fraud and intentional 
misconduct by the managers and their principals.
 
To the extent fund managers are unwilling or  
unable to provide the required level of transparency 
and contractual protections, administrators may now 
choose to pass on the engagements given the increased 
regulatory risk, not to mention the potential for civil 
lawsuits by fund investors that have recently resulted  
in multi-million dollar settlements. In light of this, it  
may become more difficult – or at the very least  
more expensive – for smaller, less established  
fund managers to engage administrators.
 


